Sustainability Minor Approved Courses – Fall 2019

AFS 270 Foundations Development Studies (SocSci)
AFS 366W Development Issues for Africa (SocSci)
AFS 389W Sustainable Dev: Anthro Persp. (SocSci)
AFS 456W Capitalism and Anthropocene (SocSci)
ANT 205 Foundations of Global Health (SocSci)
ANT 207 Foundations Development Studies (SocSci)
ANT 252 Fast Food/Slow Food (SocSci)
ANT 351W Sustainable Dev: Anthro Persp. (SocSci)
ANT 386 Sustainable Food Fair (SocSci)
ECON 366W Development Issues for Africa (SocSci)
ENVS 130 Environmental Science (NatSci)
HIST 285 Dirt to Dinner: US History (SocSci)
HIST 456W Capitalism and Anthropocene (SocSci)
HLTH 250 Foundations of Global Health (SocSci)
HLTH 350R Under the Weather (SocSci)
HLTH 385 Textbook to Table (SocSci)
IDS 207 Foundations Development Studies (SocSci)
IDS385 Sustainable Food Fair (SocSci)